IHD for Healthcare Payors
End-to-end Analytics Workflow and Report
Generation in One Platform

Panalgo’s Instant Health Data (IHD) analytics platform provides
clarity into patient populations and outcomes, facilitates ways
to address drivers of costs and trends, streamlines operations,
and provides the ability to seamlessly share data and insights
with healthcare providers. IHD provides the flexibility to generate
and share new insights easily, including answering ad hoc
queries as they arise in real time.
IHD’s low-code solution makes data analysis accessible and
scalable. Users can easily analyze multiple data sources
without the challenges of toggling between multiple platforms,
increasing both efficiency and useability. The end-to-end
platform provides standardization, meaning analysts and teams
can review data in a clear, concise manner without having
to juggle a variety of different data sets or outsourcing other
services. This allows for seamless collaboration, flexibility, and
expansion across teams.
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IHD Analytics allows you to scale your
in-house analytics and generate insights
from multiple data sources
From pre-study protocol to dissemination and decision-making,
IHD answers all your questions and scales your users to optimize
shareability and reduce costly outsourcing.
Enable greater access to data and use of analytics with IHD’s
point and click interface. Non-programmers and analysts
from varied backgrounds can easily apply advanced analytic
techniques and share results across the organization. IHD’s
common data structure allows analysts to focus on project
design and implementation rather than cleaning and managing
data. Companies have reduced their programming time by
85% with IHD, compared to traditional statistical programming
languages such as SAS, SQL, and R.
Create and manage the lists of procedures, diagnoses, and
drug codes as part of your analytic workflow and share them
with ease. Disseminate your reporting on demand in a single
platform without having to re-export or re-load information from
multiple platforms.

Discovering Insights with IHD
Healthcare payors can address a variety of critical business needs with IHD, including:

Program Design and Evaluation
Identify members and clinical areas in need of intervention, establish key metrics for assessment,
evaluate provider groups for partnerships, and measure patient success and resource utilization
pre/post implementation.

Provider Profiling & Network Performance
Analyze provider referral patterns, clinical guideline adherence, incentive response, and patient outcomes.

Service Utilization Benchmarking & Trends
Track frequencies and trends of key high-cost procedures, therapeutic areas, place-of-service
distributions, and report on drivers of spend.

Benefit Design
Understand unmet medical needs and emerging coverage trends, analyze common treatment patterns,
site of service options, and establish data-driven guidelines.

Value-Based Contracting
Generate evidence for effective value-based care programs including bundled payment program criteria,
pay-for-performance contract adherence, and clinical outcome success rates.

Formulary Decisions
Analyze the long-term effectiveness of drugs across therapeutic areas and assess tier assignment and
management protocols.

About Panalgo
Panalgo provides software that streamlines healthcare data analytics by removing complex programming from the equation.
Our Instant Health Data (IHD) software empowers teams to generate and share trustworthy results faster, enabling more
impactful decisions. To learn more visit us at www.panalgo.com.
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